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Katie Kime is a print-based brand using stunning designs and bold colors to fashion memorable 
home décor and pajama sets. You can instantly elevate your kitchen, office, or bedroom with a 
unique Katie Kime wallpaper and enjoy the experience in one of the PJ shorts sets. But what 
patterns do you choose?  
 

 
 
Whether you have a home with two rooms or 10, you must consider the setting when choosing 
your wallpaper, and bedrooms can be tricky. Luckily, Katie Kime makes it easy to choose a fun 
and exciting wallpaper with their large peel and stick wallpaper selection, a few of which we 
can’t help but share with you.  
 
Metamorphosis Wallpaper 
 
Harness some feminine energy with the Metamorphosis wallpaper. This stunning display of 
butterflies is full of color and vivacity you can’t find outside of Katie Kime. Metamorphosis is 
available as a permanent or peel and stick wallpaper (as are many of the patterns), so it’s a 
great option for anyone who likes to switch things up occasionally. You could also use this print 
in a kid’s room because it’s bright, exciting, and changeable.  
 
Fine and Dandy Wallpaper 
 
Would you like some floral accents for your room? The Fine and Dandy wallpaper is a portrait 
of everyday elegance with a vintage dandelion pattern available in muted blue on a white 
background or a light olive and white dandelion on a mint background. This pretty paper is 

https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/removable-wallpaper
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/removable-wallpaper


perfect for women decorating a studio or bachelorette pad. It could also be a nice accent wall in 
a family home—just picture it with floating shelves, framed artwork, and family photos. 
 
California Toile Wallpaper 
 
Katie Kime offers a variety of city toiles with beautiful renderings of memorable aspects of cities 
or states. The California Toile wallpaper may be close to your heart if you ever called the 
Sunshine State your home, but you could also enjoy some of the toiles for popular Texas cities 
and a few other locations. Toiles are delightful and classy additions to bedroom décor. The 
patterns are fairly straightforward and completely fabulous. Still, you might want to reserve 
these for an accent wall, as a whole room with a city toile may overwhelm your aesthetic.  
 
Banana Leaves Wallpaper 
 
You could also keep things super simple with the Banana Leaves wallpaper. Available as 
permanent or removable wallpaper, the Banana Leaves make their mark with that bold shade 
of green. These leaves also grace some of the brand’s white pajamas, so you know it’s a 
popular print. If you like the color green or want to feel like you’ve entered your own little oasis 
when you get home, opt for the leafy vibes this wallpaper will deliver.  
 
You spend a lot of time sleeping in your bedroom, but sometimes, it’s just the space that feels 
most like home. Turn your bedroom into a place just for you (and your partner if you have one) 
with Katie Kime. The one-of-a-kind prints will brighten and enliven the surroundings for a 
creative take on your sacred space.  
 
Find the perfect wallpaper for different rooms in your home, and visit  
https://www.katiekime.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/4bP9tU3  
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